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1 General Information 

1.1 Features 

The microcontroller board incorporates a powerful mpc555 processor with 40MHz 

maximum clock operation. It features a floating point unit and a multitude of peripherals, 

such as: 

 General-Purpose I/O Support 

 Two Time Processor Units (TPU3) 

 18-Channel Modular I/O System (MIOS1) 

 Two Queued Analog-to-Digital Converter Modules (QADC) 

 Queued Serial Multi-Channel Module (QSMCM) 

The board is equipped with 4.5MB flash memory and 2MB RAM.  

The board is programmable in Java and comes with lots of useful drivers for the available 

peripheral interfaces. It can be programmed in a foreground/background with interrupts 

or by using a real-time operating system.  

1.2 mpc555 PowerPC Processor 

The mpc555 is a high-speed 32-bit Central Processing Unit that contains a floating point 

unit designed to accelerate the advanced algorithms necessary to support complex appli-

cations. The mpc555's 32-bit Core - compliant with the PowerPC instruction set architec-

ture - supports a wide range of on-board peripherals and offers excellent functionality and 

performance. Its high level of flexibility is combined with low development costs and 

quick time to market cycles. In addition, code compatibility and scalability among the 

MPC500 Family members eases the migration process and offers software reuse between 

family members.  
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Figure 1 mpc555 Block Diagram 

1.3 Microcontroller Board 

The main part is the mpc555 processor with reset logic. The board further has 4.5MB 

flash memory and 2MB RAM. The CAN-bus and RS232 interfaces are equipped with the 

necessary line drivers. A real time clock with 32 kHz watch crystal and backup battery is 

useful for devices with time of day requirements.  

The main schematic of the board can be downloaded here. The processor board must 

be powered with 5V and 3.3V. In addition 12V must be supplied if CAN-bus operation is 

used. Current consumption is highly dependent on the processor load and operating 

mode. Detailed figures can be obtained in our online documentation. 

All the necessary pins can be accessed by connectors. See this schematic for more de-

tails. 

http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportal/help/topic/ch.ntb.infoportal/resources/embeddedSystems/mpc555/pdfs/MPC555BoardMainprint.pdf
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportal/help/topic/ch.ntb.infoportal/embeddedSystems_mpc555.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportal/help/topic/ch.ntb.infoportal/resources/embeddedSystems/mpc555/pdfs/MPC555Steckerbelegung.pdf
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Figure 2: mpc555 microcontroller board 

Two LED‟s are mounted on the board. One is for supply voltage indication. The second 

is connected to a digital I/O pin and can be used for debugging purposes. In case of erro-

neous kernel start-up this LES starts blinking. 

1.4 Debugging Interface 

A sandwich print allows to easily connect the debugging interface of the mpc555 with a 

host computer. One of the two serial interfaces of the processor (SCI1) is channelled 

through the same USB connection as the debugging interface.  

 

Figure 3: Debugging Interface 
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The second serial interface (SCI2) is available on the standard DB9 connector. 

1.5 Memory Map 

The picture below  shows the memory layout. All internal memory can be accessed 

within 2 clock cycles (2 * 25ns = 50ns @40MHz operating frequency). The external 

memory (RAM and flash) needs 2 extra bus wait states. This gives a total access time of 

4 clock cycles. 

 

Figure 4 Microcontroller Board Memory Map 
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2 Peripheral Modules of the Processor 

The mpc555 is very rich in built-in peripheral modules. In order to facilitate the use of 

those modules there exist a lot of software drivers. In the following sections there are 

short descriptions of drivers available. Details about a specific driver and its use can be 

found in the Javadoc. 

2.1 Accessing the Register Interface 

Java was built as a secure language. A precompiled file is run by a virtual machine which 

offers a sandbox and hides any device specific features. In order to manipulate built-in 

peripherals we need direct access to absolute memory locations. This is achieved through 

the use of the JOCS package (Java Oberon Cross System). 

By importing the JOCS pseudo-class you can read from and write to any memory lo-

cation available. See the following code as an example how to use this pseudo-class. 
 
package mpc555Demo; 
import JOCS.*; 
 
public class JOCS{ 
 static int gvIntA, gvIntB; 
   
 static void demo() {  
  int adr = 0x305008;  
  byte v1 = SYS.GET1(adr);  // reads 1 byte from address 
  short v2 = SYS.GET2(adr); // reads 2 bytes from address 
  int v3 = SYS.GET4(adr); // reads 4 bytes from address 
 
  SYS.PUT1(adr, v1);  // writes 1 byte to address 
  SYS.PUT2(adr, v2);   // writes 2 bytes to address 
  SYS.PUT4(adr, v3);   // writes 4 bytes to address 
 
  adr = SYS.ADR(v1);   // returns address of variable 
 
  boolean bit = SYS.BIT(a, 3);  // reads bit position in variable 
 } 
} 

 

2.2 Digital I/O’s 

The mpc555 offers several general purpose I/O-ports. Most of the pins including TPU 

pins, analog input pins and the pins for the serial communication interface can be config-

ured for I/O operation if not used for their specific purpose. However, there are 16 pins in 

the MIOS-Module which serve solely for digital I/O. These 16 pins are controlled in the 

sub module MPIOSM. 

They are designated MPIOBx on the expansion connector. Pins 13 and 14 are not in logi-

cal order due to layout restrictions.  

Each of the pins can be easily programmed for input or output operation (see 

Mpiosm.java). If more than 16 pins are needed, a TPU pin can work as a digital I/O pin 

(see DIO.java). This gives another 32 I/O pins. Another possibility for more digital I/O 

http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/index.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/Mpiosm.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/DIO.html
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are the pins of the ADC. Instead of using these ports with 32 pins in total as analogue in-

puts you can configure them for digital operation (see DIO_ADC.java). 

2.3 Multiple Input/Output System 

This peripheral interface offers among many other things 8 pulse with modulated outputs 

(Mios.java). 

2.4 Serial Communication Interface (SCI, RS232) 

The mpc555 offers two independent SCI interfaces. The necessary bus converters for 

RS232 voltage level are already incorporated on the microcontroller board. An easy to 

use interface is SCI1.java for the first and SCI2.java for the second serial communication 

interface. 

The class OutT.java offers a multitude of log functions. It uses the SCI1 or SCI2. The 

choice is made by a software switch. 

We offer a dedicated driver BlueRS.java for the Stollmann BlueRS+I Bluetooth mod-

ule which directly connects to a SCI.  

2.5 Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) 

Up to 4 external units can be directly connected to the SPI. With further decoding this can 

be extended to 16 units.  

As the SPI makes use of a synchronous serial bus with shared signals for transferring 

data, it is not possible to combine two or more of these drivers without adaptation of the 

chip-select signals, serial clock rate and serial clock edge control. Please refer to the user 

manual of the mpc555. 

You can find TLC549.java. It uses an external low-cost 8-bit ADC on the SPI bus. 

For analogue output there is a driver for a 12 bit, 4 channels DAC (DAC7614.java). 

2.6 Time Processor Unit (TPU) 

The mpc555 has two independent TPUs, called TPUA and TPUB. Each of them presents 

16 individual channels. A multitude of timing functions can be produced without any 

processor interaction. Software drivers for the following functions exist: 

 PWM.java PWM generation 

 PPWA.java Pulse and period measurement 

 StepMotor.java For step motor control. Various modes can be selected. 2 or 4 pins 

are used depending on half or full step mode 

 FQD.java Fast quadrature decode function for digital encoders (uses 2 

channels) 

http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/DIO_ADC.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/Mios.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/SCI1.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/SCI2.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/OutT.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/BlueRS.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/TLC549.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/DAC7614.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/PWM.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/PPWA.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/StepMotor.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/FQD.html
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2.7 Analog-Digital Converters (ADC) 

The processor has two independent 10-bit ADCs with 16 input channels each. 

QADC.java offers an easy to use interface for these two devices. Please make sure to 

connect the analog ground to digital ground. This can be done on a custom board onto 

which the mpc555 microcontrollerboard is mounted. If you use our base platform for 

easy experimenting you must connect the Pin AGnd with ground. 

Especially for our various roboter projects we developed a driver DistSense.java for 

up to 16 low-cost close range distance sensors. They work up to several centimetres but 

need additional dedicated hardware.  

2.8 Bus Interface Unit 

The mpc555 has a universal bus interface unit to connect any memory or external com-

ponent with a parallel bus interface to the system bus. A chip-select mechanism elimi-

nates the need for external glue logic. 

You can find a driver for the popular character-LCD controller HD44780U which 

uses the system bus (CharLCD). 

2.9 Flash File System 

Part of the external flash on the microcontroller board can be used for storing user 

data. This could be data files such as log files for permanent storage or font files for dis-

play purposes. Therefore a flash file system offers a simple interface for creating, regis-

tering and deleting files (File.java). In order to read from or write to a file a rider has to 

be placed onto a file at a certain position (Rider.java). Several riders can be placed onto 

the same file. As the flash cannot be altered without prior deletion of a whole sector, you 

have to carefully make use of deleting files and altering file content. Please refer to the 

driver description for further details. 

http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/QADC.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/DistSense.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/CharLCD.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/File.html
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/Rider.html
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3 Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) 

The mpc555 can be programmed either using interrupts in a foreground/background sys-

tem, by means of an operating system or by a combination of both of them. Some classes 

will be linked and loaded like the class Kernel for basic initializations, the class Heap for 

dynamic memory allocation and the classes Interrupt, Decrementer and Exceptions for 

exception handling. 

When choosing a RTOS you can select a simple, robust and very efficient non-preemtive 

tasking system (class mpc555.Task). The very popular MicroC/OSII is also available. 

For both of the RTOS‟s the minimum task period is limited to the order of milliseconds. 

For fast control applications you can use the decrementer as a fast running timer and pro-

duce exceptions at a very high frequency. 

The basic modules are written in Component Pascal. All the necessary resources are 

made public and can be accessed by application code written in Java through a Java na-

tive interface. 

3.1 Class Constructors and the main() Method 

When starting up a Java system has to call the static constructor of every class loaded and 

finally calls the main method. Our system does not support a main method. This has the 

advantage that you can have as many top-level classes (or application classes) as you like. 

In Chapter 4.3 you can see how to build several top-level classes into the same project.  

An example of using a class constructor is shown in the following section. 

3.2 Non-Preemptive Tasking System 

The class mpc555.Task offers a very efficient non-preemtive scheduler. The basic timing 

resolution is 1ms. You can create and install as many tasks as you like. Care must be 

taken that each of those tasks terminates after a reasonably short time span. Control is 

than taken over by the scheduler which chooses the next available task in a round-robin 

fashion.  

There are two types of tasks: ready tasks have a period of 0. That is they are sched-

uled as quickly as possible. There repetition frequency depends highly on the processor 

load and the task code itself. Periodic tasks have a non-zero period. They get scheduled 

after the system time passes the assigned period of the task. 

The following code shows how to create and install a task. 
 
public class TestTask extends Task{ 
 
 public void Do () { 
  // put task code here 
 } 
  
 static {  
  TestTask task1 = new TestTask();  
  task1.period = 500; // call twice per second 
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  Task.install(task1); 
 } 
} 

 

3.3 MicroC/OSII 

MicroC/OSII is a small and efficient operating system. It offers a preemtive real-time 

kernel and many useful features. It can manage up to 64 tasks with unique priorities as-

signed to it. Each task has its own stack with different stack sizes. It provides further ser-

vices like time management functions, events, mutexes and semaphores. Interrupts can 

suspend the execution of a task. If a higher priority task is awakened as a result of the in-

terrupt, it will run immediately. 

For more details about this OS please refer to the book “MicroC/OS-II, The Real-

Time Kernel” by Jean J. Labrosse. 

In order to use this OS you have the edit the class mpc555.Exceptions. Set the con-

stant  
UCosEnable = TRUE  

and recompile the class. As the board can be programmed in Java instead of C as in the 

original port of the MicroC/OS we have made some modification to the original system 

described in the book. These changes make the use of the MicroC/OS much more intui-

tive and elegant. The following example shows how to create a task and start the OS. 
 
public class uCOSDemo1 extends uCTask { 
 
 public void Do () { 
  while (true) { 
   Mpiosm.out(15, !Mpiosm.in(15)); // blink a LED 
   uCOS.OSTimeDly(10);  // delay itself for 10 ticks  
  } 
 } 
  
 static { 
  uCOS.OSInit(); 
  Mpiosm.init(15, true); 
  Mpiosm.out(15, true); 
  uCTask t1 = new uCOSDemo1(); 
  byte res = uCOS.OSTaskCreate(t1, 4096, (byte)60); // task has priority 60, stack size is 4096 entries 
  uCOS.OSStart(); 
 } 
} 

More examples can be found in the package mpc555Demo. For the modifications to the 

original system check the Javadoc. 

 

3.4 Interrupts 

The mpc555 has no hardware priorization scheme when dealing with interrupts. Also 

there is no interrupt vectoring. All the potential internal and external interrupt sources get 

vectored to the same memory location and are dealt with a software scheduler. You have 

to assign a level to each of the interrupts. A low level means a high priority. To achieve 

http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/index.html
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highest efficiency interrupt nesting is switched off. That makes it necessary to write small 

interrupt routines. 

3.4.1 Internal Interrupts 

Internal interrupts are all those who are caused by built-in peripheral modules, like TPU, 

ADC and communication interfaces. You can use them by extending the class Interrupt, 

write your own Do-Method and install this object into the interrupt scheduler by calling 

installInternalProc. As parameter you have to indicate the interrupt object together with a 

level which has to be between 0 and 7. You can install any number of interrupt objects 

with the same level. 
 
public class IntTest extends Interrupt { 
 
 public void Do() { 
  // put your code here 
 } 
 
 static { 
  IntTest int = new IntTest();  
  int.enableRegAdr = registername; int.enBit = bitnumber; 
  int.flagRegAdr = registername; int.flag = bitnumber; 
  Exceptions.installInternalIntProc(int, 5); 
 } 
} 

3.4.2 External Interrupts 

The mpc555 offers 8 external interrupt inputs. They are named IRQ0 to IRQ7. In order to 

use them you have to extend the class Interrupt, overwrite its Do-method and call the 

method installExternalProc(). As parameters you have to give the newly allocated inter-

rupt and the number of the interrupt pin which corresponds to the interrupt level. Care 

must be taken not to assign more than one interrupt objects to the same interrupt pin. 
 
public class ExtIntTest extends Interrupt { 
 
 public void Do() { 
  // put your code here 
 } 
 
 static { 
  ExtIntTest int5 = new ExtIntTest();  
  Exceptions.installExternalIntProc(int5, 5); 
 } 
} 
 

The voltage level on the external interrupt pins 5, 6 and 7 also select the operating when 

starting the device up. Do not override these levels during start-up! 

3.4.3 Switch off Interrupts Globally 

All the external and internal interrupts can be switched off and on again, e.g. for access-

ing shared resources. Keep the switch-off time as low as possible. This should always be 

done in the following manner. 
 
void MyExampleMethod () { 
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 int sr = 0;  // local variable to hold the content of the status register 
    // must be the first local variable declared 
 your code goes here 
  
 Kernel.getInterruptState(); 
 Kernel.disableInts(); 
  
 more code, critical section // interrupts now disabled 
  
 Kernel.setInterruptState(); 
  
 even more code // Interrupts enabled if enabled at start of method 
} 

 

3.5 Decrementer Exceptions 

The decrementer is a timer with a resolution of 1 s. Therefore you can use it for very fast 

control applications. Simply extend the class decrementer and overwrite the Do-method 

with your specific code. Make sure to set the period in s to some meaningful value. You 

then have to call the installDecrementer method. 
 
public class DecrementerTest extends Decrementer { 
 static int count; 
 
 public void Do() { 
  OutT.print('x'); 
  count++; 
 } 
 
 static { 
  DecrementerTest d = new DecrementerTest(); 
  d.period = 1000000; // period is 1 s 
  Exceptions.installDecrementer(d); 
 } 
} 
 

Please make sure that your exception code is reasonably short and that the processor is 

able to finish prior to a new decrementer exception. 

3.6 Floating Point Numbers in Exceptions 

When using the built in floating point unit of the processor the compiler has to in-

clude the floating point registers when doing a context save. If a user wishes to use Float-

ing point numbers in a method which will be called by an exception handler he has to use 

the function ENABLE_FLOATS() from the package JOCS. The call of this method also 

enables the machine to use the floating point unit while an exception is processed. If this 

call is forgotten the machine will through a floating point unavailable exception. 
 
public class DecrementerTestFPReg extends Decrementer { 
 
 public void Do() { 
  SYS.ENABLE_FLOATS(); 
  float a = ….; 
 } 
  
 static { 
  DecrementerTestFPReg d = new DecrementerTestFPReg(); 
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  d.period = 1000000; 
  Exceptions.installDecrementer(d); 
 } 
} 
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4 Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 

4.1 BlackBox 

The IDE which is used for development is called BlackBox from Oberon Microsystems. 

You can find installation instructions here. 

The BlackBox specific file format *.odc is used throughout the environment. This 

format offers the full functionality of BlackBox. Among many features you can make use 

of Folds and Commanders. We suggest to use the *.odc format for tool-files, which are 

collections of command used for the development of a specific project. You can find an 

example by opening the „Board Demo Tool‟ („InfoXjoppc -> „Board Demo Tool‟). This 

tool collection contains all the commands described in the following sections and many 

more. 

Folds offer a convenient way to group any text and fold it by pressing on the Fold 

sign. Click on the collapsed Fold sign to expand and show the text again. Folds can be 

nested. Inserting Folds is done through „Tools -> „Create Fold‟ 

A Commander is marked by the special character !
. By clicking on it the text to the 

right of the commander is interpreted as a command and executed. A commander can be 

embedded into any text. You can find many examples for commanders below. Sometimes 

a command requires parameters. In other to indicate the end of a parameter list you insert 

a commander end character . 

In the following paragraphs you can see various commands for compiling, linking 

and controlling the target. All those commands any many more can be found and used by 

opening the „Board Demo Tool‟ („InfoXjoppc -> „Board Demo Tool‟) in BlackBox. 

4.2 Compilation Process 

To translate the source code to the target specific machine instructions, a two step compi-

lation process is used, called cross compiling. 

http://www.oberon.ch/
http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportal/help/topic/ch.ntb.infoportal/embeddedSystems_mcIDE.html
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Figure 5 Compilation Process 

Let‟s discuss the different steps of the compilation process: 

1. As the source code is in Java, we use the Java compiler from Sun Microsystems to 

compile this source into Java byte code stored in a class file (B.java -> B.class). 

That‟s exactly the same step as we would need for a Java program to run on the 

PC. On the PC however, the Java byte code is interpreted by a virtual machine. 

2. The target processor does not understand the Java byte code. Therefore we need 

to translate the byte code to target specific machine instructions (B.class -> B.tcf 

+ B.tsf). Two different files are created. Tcf-files are called object files and con-

tain the actual machine instructions whereas tsf-files contain an interface descrip-

tion of the class. The interface description shows what is visible to other classes. 

It only changes if exported constants, variables of methods change (the public 

visible interfaces changes). 

 

Using this two step based approach has several advantages: 
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- The Java compiler performs syntax checking and produces valid Java byte code. 

- The Java compiler is maintained by Sun. If e.g. new language features are imple-

mented, we don‟t need to bother about it. 

- The Java byte code is unlikely to change a lot, even over major Java versions. 

 

In BlackBox the following commands are used for compilation: 

- Compiling one or more .java files to .class files: 

 

- Compiling one or more .class files to .tcf/.tsf files: 

 

You will find example commands in „InfoXjoppc‟ -> „Board Demo Tool‟. Copy the 

commands you need to your own file. To work efficiently it is recommended to create a 

file with all the specific commands for compiling, linking and debugging for each project. 

4.3 Linking 

The last step is called linking. A cross compiled object file has only relative addresses as 

we don‟t know where we will place it in the memory map of the target device. The linker 

puts all object files involved into the correct place and inserts absolute addresses. A file 

called RAM.tim is created which is a RAM image containing the code to be written to the 

target device. 

In BlackBox the following command is used to build a RAM image. The imports are 

automatically resolved. 

 

 

If you have more than one application class, separate them with „;‟: 

 

You will find example commands in „InfoXjoppc‟ -> „Board Demo Tool‟.  

The current system allows to link as many application classes (or top level modules) 

as you wish. Therefore you cannot use a main method in your application, because this 

could possibly lead to more than one main method when linking several application 

classes. Instead of using a main method you simply put your start code into a static class 

constructor.  

!  XjoppcSystem.Build  memorymap   Xjoppc\Rsrc\MemMapNtb555RamBoot.odc 

 modules {   package.MainClass; package.SomeOtherClass   } 

 

!  XjoppcSystem.Build  memorymap   Xjoppc\Rsrc\MemMapNtb555RamBoot.odc 

 modules {   package.MainClass   } 

 

!  XdeCmdsJava.CompileJavaFilesForTarget      package1.Class1    package2.Class2  

 

!  XjoppcCompilerJ.CompileClassFilesForTarget    package1.Class1   package2.Class2  
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If you want to load your code into the flash you have to use a different memory map 

file when linking. See the following example. 

 

4.4 Cyclic Imports 

If a class A imports class B which in turn imports the class A it is called a cyclic import. 

Let‟s assume you compile class A first. The compiler can not resolve the import of B 

because B is not compiled yet. We have the reverse situation (an unresolved reference to 

A) if we compile B first. 

A solution to this problem is to precompile both classes first. This will create pre-

compiled object files to make the compiler recognize the unresolved imports. 

 

Figure 6 Cyclic Import 

It is sometimes quite tricky to find cyclic imports. There exits a command which will as-

sist you in creating the correct compile command. Mark (all) your main class(es) and 

execute „InfoXjoppc‟ -> „Java compile command‟. You must compile all java classes 

prior to using the command, as it will parse the class files to resolve the imports. 

4.5 Build Information and Decoder 

After a build has been executed, there is some information about how the files are linked 

together. To get a list of the classes and where which class is located in the memory map, 

use: 

 

There is a second command available („InfoXjoppc‟ -> „Show System Table‟) which 

prints out the system table. 

!  XjoppcTargetMemAndMods.ShopMap 

 

!  XjoppcSystem.Build  memorymap   Xjoppc\Rsrc\MemMapNtb555FlashBoot.odc 

 modules {   package.MainClass   } 
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To see how much memory in total is used by the application and system use „In-

foXjoppc‟ -> „Show Memory Size‟. 

As discussed before, when cross compiling a file, it is translated to the microcontrol-

ler specific assembly language. To decode a file from machine code to readable assembly 

instructions, the command „InfoXjoppc‟ -> „Decode Selected Module‟ can be used. Make 

sure to select the file name before (e.g. mpc555.Task). 

4.6 Download 

The microcontroller board has to be equipped with a debugging interface which connects 

the target to the host through a USB interface.  

 

Figure 7: Debugging Interface 

Several options can be chosen and status information is obtained by various LED‟s.  

1. (LED green) The board is powered 

2. (LED white) The USB bus is powered by an external device 

3. (LED blue) Freeze signal, processor in debug mode and halted 

4. (LED yellow) Status 2, must blink, else reset interface 

5. (LED yellow) Status 1, if on the USB bus is connected to a high speed 

host (480MBit/s), else to full speed (12MBit/s) host. 

6. (Jumper) Power for debugging interface is drawn from USB bus 

7. (Jumper) Power for debugging interface is drawn from microcon-

troller board (only jumper 6 or 7 must be applied at the 

same time!) 
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8. (Jumper) Must be on 

9. (Push button) Reset for the debugging interface 

As a second solution we have a debugging interface, which connects to a LPT interface. 

Please refer to our information portal http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportal/help/index.jsp for more 

help.USB to be done 

If you run the target out of the flash you can remove the debugging interface. In case 

the interface is still needed for any of the two RS232 connections you have to make sure 

that the debugging interface is powered from the microcontroller board. This is accom-

plished by removing jumper 6 and applying jumper 7. The SCI1 interface is available on 

the USB interface, whereas the SCI2 connects to the standard DB9 connector (upper left 

corner in the picture above). 

After the memory image filed is created you can download this file into the memory 

of the microprocessor board. 

 

For flash image files you press 

 

4.7 Controlling the Target 

The target together with the debugger connection can be reset with 

 

This simply resets the processor. It does not reload the memory nor does it cause the pro-

gram to start at the beginning. 

The target can be started and stopped at any point by pressing 

 

or  

 

respectively.  

In order to restart your application it must be loaded again into the Ram. Alternatively 

you can call 

 

This works if the content of your memory wasn‟t corrupted during the previous run. 

!  XjoppcSystem.TargetRestart 

!  XjoppcSystem.TargetBreak 

!  XjoppcSystem.TargetGo 

 

!  XjoppcSystem.ResetTarget 

 

!  XjoppcAmdFlashs.LoadAm29LV160D 

 

!  XjoppcSystem.LoadRam 

 

http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportal/help/index.jsp
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A very powerful method of controlling the target from the host is by calling a method 

in the code. This can be done by pressing the following command and specifying the 

name of a method. 

 

The method you call must not have parameters. Please make sure that a scheduler is run-

ning. If not – e.g. you have a simple interrupt driven application – your command will not 

be executed. 

4.8 Debugging 

4.8.1 Registers 

It is possible to read and write Registers. This can be A list of available Registers can be 

found in the Register Dictionary („InfoXjoppc‟ -> „Show Register Dictionary‟). 

To read the registers R30, R29 and SCC1R1 e.g. use: 

 

To write values the same registers use: 

 

4.8.2 Memory 

According to the following examples it is possible to read from and write to any memory 

location. Please make sure, that there is physically implemented memory at the given ad-

dress. If that is not the case the processor throws an exception due to a bus error. 

 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadMemInt 800000H: 2  reads two 4 byte entities from address 800000H 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadMemShort 800000H: 3   reads three 2 byte entities from address 800000H 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadMemByte 800000H: 1   reads one byte from address 800000H 

 

!  XjoppcSystem.WriteMemInt 800000H: 0H  writes one 4 byte entity to address 800000H 

!  XjoppcSystem.WriteMemShort 800000H: 1111H 2222H 3333H  writes three 2 byte entities to 
memory location 800000H 

!  XjoppcSystem.WriteMemByte 800000H: 22H  writes one byte to address 800000H 

!  XjoppcSystem.WriteRegister 
 R30 = 98765H 
 R29 = 01234H 
 SCC1R1 = 0 

 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadRegister      R30  R29  SCC1R1   

!  XjoppcSystem.TargetCmd  package.class.method 
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4.8.3 Variables 

Any variable whose address is fixed during the link stage can be read from the memory. 

 

Reading out of local variables is not supported. If necessary declare a static class variable 

and assign to it the value of the local variable: 
 
public class Blinker extends Task{ 
 static int count, a; 
 static Blinker b1, b3; 
 int pin;  
 
 static { 
  b1 = new Blinker(); 
  Blinker b2 = new Blinker(); 
  b3 = b1; 
  a = b2.pin; 
 } 

 

If the variable is an instance of a class which is an extension of base class the attributes of 

the base class are given in folds. In order to see them you must expand those folds in the 

log window. 

4.8.4 Target Log 

To gain information about a running system you can output any information on many dif-

ferent channels. Among those the serial communication interface SCI1 offers a RS232 

compatible link to the host (see chapter 2). In BlackBox you can open a “Target Log” 

window which simply outputs any character read on a serial COM-Port of the host. 

Which port BlackBox is using can be configured and is described here. You can open, 

close and empty a Target Log by using the menu „InfoXjoppc‟ or via the commands:  

 

!  XdeTargLog.Start  

!  XdeTargLog.Stop 

!  XdeTargLog.ClearText 

! XdeTargLog.SendSelToTarget used to send a selection of characters from the host to the target 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadVar     mpc555Demo.Blinker.count    mpc555Demo.Blinker.b1   read 2 variables 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadVar     mpc555Demo.Blinker.b2  not allowed 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadVar     mpc555Demo.Blinker.b3  this works 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadVar     mpc555Demo.Blinker.pin  not allowed 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadVar     mpc555Demo.Blinker.a  this works 

!  XjoppcSystem.ReadVar package.class.varName  

http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportal/help/topic/ch.ntb.infoportal/embeddedSystems_mcIDE.html
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4.8.5 Check all installed Tasks  

To be done 

4.8.6 Exceptions 

The mpc555 has many exceptions to handle external signals, errors or unusual conditions. 

External signals are called interrupts and are one type of exception. Upon occurrence of 

an exception, information about the state of the processor is saved onto the stack and the 

processor begins execution at a predetermined address or it switches into debug mode. 

The latter is the preferred method for a system under development. 

If an exception occurs and the processor switches into debug mode the LED on the 

debugging interface lights up. You can then explore what went wrong. 

How to debug an Exception step by step: 

- Check if an exception occurred („DevXjoppc‟ -> „Show Exceptions‟). 

- What type of exception occurred (if any)? 

- Locate the position in the code. 

4.9 Programming in Assembler 

If necessary you can insert machine instructions into your code. This is currently possible 

only by using Component Pascal. For a description see the paragraph Assembler in the 

„Board Demo Tool‟ („InfoXjoppc -> „Board Demo Tool‟). 
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5 Mechanical Dimensions 

The following picture depicts all necessary dimensions of the board. 

 

Figure 8: Mechanical Dimensions of the Microcontroller Board 
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6 Base Platform 

In order to effortlessly experiment with the microcontroller board at our institute we offer 

a platform to connect the microcontroller board with various other components. The base 

platform can be plugged into our laboratory kits and are powered through supply rails. 

 

Figure 9: Base platform for easy experimenting 

Most of the peripheral devices of the processor are available with 2mm connectors. The 

pin designations are the same as on the mpc555. There is one exception to this with the 

MPIOSM pins. They are labelled as follows: 

mpc555 pin label 

MPIOB0 VF0 

MPIOB1 VF1 

MPIOB2 VFLS0 

MPIOB3 VFLS1 

MPIOB4 VFLS2 

MPIOB5 MPIOB5 

… … 

MPIOB15 MPIOB15 

The designation of the pulse with modulated outputs of the MIOS module is wrong. The 

should be MPWM 1, 2, 3, 16, 17, 18, 19 instead of MPWM 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9. Please refer 

to the appropriate driver description (Mios.java). 

http://inf.ntb.ch/infoportalExternalDocs/embeddedSystems/mpc555/driverdoc/mpc555/Mios.html
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7 Errata 

The following list shows errors and missing features of the hard- and software.  

 Missing WE/BE signals on the expansion bus 

 Explanation: Have to be added in a future release. 

 

 Missing pull-up resistor on TEA signal 

 Explanation: Has to be added in a future release. Can cause machine check excep-

tion, if TEA signal is asserted erroneously. Currently resistor is added manually. 

 

 Analogue reference voltage is fixed 

 Explanation: Would be nice to choose externally 

 

 Wrong designation of the MIOS outputs 

 Explanation: Correct in the circuit diagram 

 


